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devoid of academic merit or purpose. I hope that in the future the Bulletin includes articles based 

on their merit, not on the perceived need to incorporate spurious positions. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Wood 

Professor Rita Simon stands by her review—[Ed.] 

On John Wansborough 
15 July 2007 

To the Editor, 

In your December 2006 issue [volume 40(2):197-199], Fred M. Conner's interesting "retrospective 

review" of Patricia Crone and Michael Cook's Hagarism (1977) gives no credit to the late John Wans-

brough for doing at least as much as them to wake up "the then rather sleepy field of early Islamic 

studies," with his enigmatic, even hermetic contributions Quranic Studies (1977) and The Sectarian 

Milieu (1978). In the same issue, Mohamad Nasrin misspells his name as 'Warnsbrough' in an informa

tive but rather patronizing review of the recent reprint of Quranic Studies [pp. 250-251 j. 

Has Wansbrough now become al-aVad, the absent one, whose name is not mentioned, or, if it is, 

admonishingly mangled? In any case, a thorough critical appraisal of this reputed incendiary among 

scholars is surely overdue. 

Sincerely, 

Jonathan Benthall 

Honorary Research Fellow 

Department of Anthropology 

University College London 

Donner Replies 

To the Editor, 

Professor Jonathan BenthaH's letter rightly suggests that the late John Wansbrough, like the authors 

of Hagarism, offered revisionist ideas about early Islam that shook the traditional views of Islam's 

origins to their foundations. I did not mention his work in my review simply because that review 

was of Hagarism, not of all relevant recent research on early Islam. It was not meant as a slight of 

Wansbrough or his contribution. 

I would have to differ with Prof. Benthall, however, on the relative impact of Hagarism and of 

Wansbrough's two books. As Prof. Benthall suggests, Wansbrough's Qur'anic Studies and The Sectarian 

Milieu were written in exceedingly difficult prose (he himself calls them "hermetic"). I think that, 

by themselves, these books would have changed a significant segment of scholarly opinion only 

very slowly, for the simple reason that few readers would have had the fortitude to read and digest 
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